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A rotating incompressible perfect uid space-time 2
 = r
2
) as the seed metric. One replaces the coordinate dierentials dt! dt+a sin
2
d'
and dr ! dr+ a sin
2
d', leaving  as a test potential. The vacuum Einstein equations



























is brought to the more familiar form [6] by the coordinate transformation sin = r=R.
The constant R determines the density,  = 3=R
2
. The constant A is related
to the radius r
1







. The four-velocity is
u = (A  cos)
 1
@=@t.
There is no coordinate transformation bringing the interior Schwarzschild metric




















used for generating a perfect uid space-time. The requisite substitution here is
dt! dt+ 2R cos d' and d! d.
Choosing a null frame along the principal directions of the curvature, we get the








All other Weyl spinor components vanish, thus the Petrov type is D. There is a curvature
singularity at the center  = 0. Closed time-like curves exist in the @=@' direction in a
neighborhood N of the axis  = 0, bounded by the surface tan  = 2 sin.
The two-surfaces dened by constant values of the coordinates t and  have a
negative denite metric outside the domain N and the pressure is constant on these
























with the constant a = 2 sin, is positive and has two cusps on the boundary of N .




































The symmetry group is O(3)  U(1). Thus the space-time (1) is locally rotationally
symmetric and belongs to category (i) of the type-D perfect uid classication scheme
[8].
The singular behavior of the metric (1) on the symmetry axis can be removed on a
semiaxis by introducing a new time coordinate t
0
= t 2R'. The physical signicance
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of the manifold on wich the entire axis is regular, however, is debatable as is the case
with the NUT space-time.
We obtain a solution of the Einstein equations with a cosmological term  by the
substitution ~p = p +  and ~ =    . In the cosmological solution, the domain of
positive pressure can be extended or shrunk by a suitable choice of .
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